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/code.html) ------ tashoecraft I've been programming in the ArcGIS API for 10 years, I started writing for the ArcGIS API 10
years ago. The features don't really stand out to me, but it's a good start and I like the UI improvements they have made since 10
years. I think a bigger issue is ArcGIS is hardly used any more by corporations, so most people writing ArcGIS 10 years ago
don't even know it exists. ~~~ iloveArcGIS I'm sure many of the developers here are pretty much in the same boat, especially
when you look at the options of the APIs now compared to 10 years ago. But yes, the ArcGIS product team has been releasing
new features steadily and also improving them every quarter to make developers life easier. Absolutely, I'm not surprised it's not
exciting or useful to you. It's definitely not what I do for work and most of the time is just boring. But it's a great example of
using the skills you have to make your life easier. I'm not knocking ArcGIS in any way, as you can see from my comments. Just
talking about the specific API we're talking about :) PaulHoule I use it all the time. My ArcGIS Desktop is a sales tool for a
hardware company. I'm sitting in California and in the morning I can tell the state of the sales market in eastern US in just a few
minutes. I have to call over a sales rep and set up a conference call. In the afternoon, I might look at a map and I can see how the
state has changed, and whether there is a good reason to send them a callout email. Also I spend quite a bit of time on the server,
which makes it easy for me to get maps from anywhere and combine them into a new map. lukasm Why isn't it free? The only
reason I paid for it is the three licenses. We've never charged for ArcGIS and won't. It's a big enterprise application that's why
there are multiple licensing options. It's not 82157476af
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